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Description
A 68-year-old woman presenting with multiple rib, 
spine fractures, femur and ankle fractures after a fall 
from height was admitted. Although she responded 
to verbal orders appropriately at the time of admis-
sion, her consciousness drastically deteriorated after 
4.5 hours of the accident. She presented a decer-
ebrate posture and acute respiratory failure with 
bilateral diffuse infiltration consistent with non-car-
diogenic pulmonary oedema, requiring mechan-
ical ventilation. She was also complicated with 
decreased platelet count, suggesting fat embolism 

syndrome (FES). At the time of the acute deteriora-
tion, brain CT demonstrated no gross abnormality, 
except for fat droplet in the subarachnoidal space 
(figure 1). On the third day, MRI showed numerous 
pinpoint hyperintense foci in the grey and white 
matter of the cerebral and cerebellar hemispheres 
on diffusion-weighted images (figure 2), consistent 
with the ‘starfield appearance’. Right to left shunt, 
including patent foramen ovale, was not evident by 
transthoracic ultrasonography. Although the find-
ings on MRI improved, the fat droplet deposition in 
the subarachnoidal space was persistent for over 3 
months. Patient’s neurological recovery was limited 
to severe disability.

FES is a well-known complication of long bone 
fractures.1 Although a causative relationship has 
never been suggested, this patient demonstrated 
both the finding of ‘starfield’ appearance2 3 and 
persistent ‘subarachnoidal fat droplet deposi-
tion’. Clinicians should consider FES in patients 
with the combined presentation of recent long 
bone fractures, hypoxaemia and impairment of 
consciousness. The relationship between FES and 
subarachnoidal fat droplet might be reminded 
as-yet-unevaluated condition.
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Figure 1 Brain CT shows low-density fat droplets in the 
subarachnoid space as indicated by arrows (Hounsfield 
unit of −50).

Figure 2 MRI of the brain shows multiple hyperintense foci in the grey and white matter of the cerebral hemispheres 
on diffusion-weighted images, consistent with the ‘starfield appearance’.

Learning points

 ► The relationship between fat embolism 
syndrome and subarachnoidal fat droplet 
deposition might be reminded as-yet-
unevaluated condition.

 ► A careful consideration of brain CT findings 
(round hypodense lesions with negative values 
of Hounsfield unit) may be useful to confirm 
clinical suspicion of cerebral fat embolism.
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